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1 S

2 SAR INTERFEROMETRY

3 Masato Furuya
4 Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

5 Synonyms
6 Differential InSAR (abbreviated as D-InSAR); Interfero-
7 metric SAR (abbreviated as InSAR); Radar interferome-
8 try; SAR interferometry

9 Definition
10 Radar. Acronym standing for Radio Detection and Rang-
11 ing. A technique to detect any targets and measure the dis-
12 tance to them, based on the round-trip time of microwave
13 (radio wave) pulses between the antenna and the targets.
14 SAR. Acronym standing for Synthetic Aperture Radar.
15 A technique to image any ground surfaces, using airborne
16 or spaceborne radar sensor. Its high spatial resolution is
17 achieved by collecting numerous return pulses from each
18 target in sight and by effectively synthesizing large
19 antenna size.
20 InSAR. Acronym standing for Interferometric SAR.
21 A technique to image surface topography and ground dis-
22 placements, using phase values of two or more SAR
23 images.

24 Introduction
25 Crustal deformation data have been traditionally acquired
26 by ground-based geodetic techniques such as leveling, tri-
27 angulation, and electro-optic distance measurement. More
28 recently, global positioning system (GPS) has become
29 a standard tool for high-precision crustal deformation
30 measurement, and provided us with a wealth of data to
31 study plate tectonics, earthquakes, volcanic activities,
32 and atmospheric and hydrological loading deformation.
33 All these techniques, however, require in situ benchmarks,

34and thus prevent us from observing inaccessible areas.
35Interferometric SAR (InSAR) was, therefore, regarded as
36a surprising and revolutionary technique when Massonnet
37et al. (1993) first showed an image of the co-seismic defor-
38mation associated with the 1992 M7.3 Landers earth-
39quake, because the raw data was completely acquired on
40a spaceborne sensor. Another big surprise for the commu-
41nity was its incredibly high spatial resolution, which no
42other geodetic techniques were possible to achieve in
43practice.
44Nowadays, InSAR users have proliferated in
45a worldwide community and applied to a variety of geo-
46physical problems. A number of excellent and extensive
47reviews for advanced students and researchers are already
48published (Bamler and Hartl, 1998; Massonnet and Feigl,
491998; Burgmann et al., 2000; Hanssen, 2001; Pritchard,
502006; Simons and Rosen, 2007; Zhou et al., 2009).
51I therefore tried to make this article much shorter and more
52introductory, but it still includes necessary and useful con-
53cepts, ranging from the fundamentals of SAR/InSAR
54imagery to more up-to-date topics.

55Fundamentals of SAR imaging and SAR data
56SAR satellite flies over at an altitude of hundreds of km,
57repeating transmission and reception of microwave
58pulses. The along-track and across-track axes are almost
59identical to the azimuth and range axis in the acquired
60radar image. The area illuminated on the ground is called
61swath, whose width spans roughly 50–100 km in the stan-
62dard stripmap (or strip) mode with an incidence angle of
6320–50� (Figure 1). While previous SAR applications are
64mostly derived from the stripmap mode, another imaging
65mode, ScanSAR, is also promising because it covers much
66wider swath width, 300–500 km, by illuminating multiple
67swaths at the expense of reducing the resolution.
68ScanSAR is useful for imaging long-wavelength signals
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69 associated with, for instance, a magnitude-8-class earth-
70 quake (Motagh et al., 2008).
71 Although it was not strictly necessary, satellite-based
72 SAR system has been often placed on a sun-synchronous
73 and near-polar orbit with an inclination angle of slightly
74 greater than 90�. When the satellite moves to the north
75 (south), we call it is in ascending (descending) orbit.
76 The raw data acquired on SAR sensor are impossible to
77 visually interpret, and require a bit involved processing
78 algorithms; those algorithms are detailed in a couple of
79 text books (e.g., Curlander and McDonough, 1991;
80 Cumming and Wong, 2005). The first interpretable SAR
81 image is a single-look-complex (SLC) image, whose
82 important difference from other optical images is that each
83 pixel consists of a complex (real and imaginary) value,
84 i.e., amplitude and phase. This is because the waveform
85 of each repeated pulse is precisely controlled to be identi-
86 cal, and hence the received pulse provides us with not only
87 a scattering (reflection) intensity but also a phase. The
88 phase data do contain the geometric information from
89 the antenna to the ground targets, and are fully exploited
90 in generating InSAR image as discussed later. However,
91 the phase image itself is usually not as useful as the inten-
92 sity image because it is again impossible to visually inter-
93 pret the physical meaning. Meanwhile, the intensity image
94 is often useful and derived from a square-root magnitude
95 of SLC data with spatial averaging called multi-looking.
96 By single-look, it means the finest spatial resolution for
97 both range and azimuth axis. In the standard stripmap
98 mode, the range and azimuth resolutions are derived as,

Dr ¼ c
2B

; and Da ¼ L
2
; (1)

99 respectively; the c, B, and L are the speed of light, the fre-
100 quency bandwidth of the microwave pulse, and the
101 antenna length along azimuth axis, respectively
102 (Curlander and McDonough, 1991; Cumming and Wong,
103 2005). The waveform of each microwave pulse is called
104 chirp signal, whose instantaneous frequency linearly
105 changes by as much as the frequency bandwidth B over
106 the duration of each pulse. It should be noted that the spa-
107 tial resolution depends neither on the sensor altitude nor
108 the carrier frequency of microwave. Intensity images are
109 often shown in gray scale images, in which strongly
110 (weakly) reflected objects/areas are usually colored as
111 bright (dark). Although they simply look like black-and-
112 white photographs, we should keep in mind that they
113 could be acquired regardless of weather and time because
114 SAR is actively transmitting and receiving microwaves.
115 Also, intensity images are indispensable for high-
116 precision image matching prior to a generation of InSAR
117 image.

118 Fundamental principles of InSAR
119 Interferometric SAR (InSAR) is a technique to generate
120 a digital elevation model (DEM) or a ground displacement
121 image from a pair of SLC images. The term interferogram

122is often used to represent InSAR image. We can under-
123stand the principle of InSAR, recalling the classical
124Young’s experiment that is known to be a proof of the
125wave characteristics of the light (Ghilia and Pritt, 1998).
126Two coherent waves out of the slits will generate “stripes”
127on the wall, called interference fringe (Figure 2a). We can
128simulate the fringe if we know the separation of the slits,
129the distance from each slit to the wall, and the wavelength
130of the coherent wave. Depending on the path difference,
131the two coherent waves are in-phase or out-of-phase when
132they reach the screen. Namely, the difference of the phases
133generates the interference fringe.Wemay regard the imag-
134ing geometry of InSAR as the 3-D Young’s experiment
135(Figure 2b). The repeat orbit tracks, the ground surface,
136and the microwave correspond to the double slits, the
137screen, and the coherent wave, respectively. Once we get
138two SLC images, we can generate an initial interferogram,
139multiplying one SLC image with the complex conjugate
140of the other SLC image. We then observe similar fringes
141in the initial interferogram as illustrated in Figure 2b,
142which is literally a map of the difference of two SLC
143phases. For descriptive purposes, the former SLC image
144is often denoted as master, and the latter SLC image is
145called slave. At this moment, the slave image must be pre-
146cisely co-registered (or matched) to the master image
147(Figure 3); we will come back to this image co-registra-
148tion (or image matching) procedure later on.
149While Figure 2b shows an initial interferogram over flat
150areas with parallel orbits, the fringe will appear undulated
151if the areas are not flat. The fringe over flat areas is called
152flat Earth fringe (or, orbital fringe), and can be precisely
153simulated from the pair of orbit data. If we subtract the flat
154Earth fringes from the initial interferogram, we can extract
155topographic fringe that can be used to generate DEM. The
156Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) was carried
157out along this idea in 2001, and generated 3-s resolution
158DEM over +/� 60� latitudes (Farr et al., 2007). In the case
159of SRTM, they carried two SAR antennas on the same
160platform, and thus were able to generate DEM without
161repeating the previous orbit track. In contrast, all the pre-
162sent SAR satellite systems carry only one antenna with
163a repeat-pass period of several weeks, which are 11 days
164for TerraSAR-X, 16 days for COSMO-SkyMed, 24 days
165for Radarsat-1/2, 35 days for Envisat, and 46 days for
166ALOS. Therefore, if ground surface undergoes significant
167deformation during the repeat orbit cycles due, for
168instance, to earthquake and volcanic eruption, the interfer-
169ogram will include deformation fringe as well. To extract
170deformation fringe, we must take out both orbital fringe
171and topographic fringe, which can be simulated from sat-
172ellite orbit data and DEM. The deformation fringes repre-
173sent slant range changes along the radar line-of-sight
174(LOS), and thus projections of the 3-D displacement vec-
175tor on the ground along the unitary vectors toward the
176radar LOS (Figure 4). The range changes should be
177interpreted as relative displacements to the reference
178point(s) inside each interferogram. Depending on litera-
179tures, they denote differential interferometric SAR
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180 (D-InSAR) when the technique is used to detect deforma-
181 tion signals. Recently, however, the term InSAR is often
182 and simply used to represent D-InSAR.
183 Even if no significant ground displacements take place
184 during the repeat-pass period, however, we usually
185 encounter other non-negligible fringes due to the spatial
186 heterogeneities in the propagation delay of microwaves
187 through the atmosphere, the errors in satellite orbit data,
188 and those in DEM. Because these fringes limit the preci-
189 sion and accuracy of SAR-based crustal deformation mea-
190 surement, a couple of correction approaches have been
191 proposed. More advanced time-series analysis techniques
192 have also been developed to overcome the issues, which
193 will be introduced in the last section.

194 InSAR processing
195 Image registration (Matching): Before we get an initial
196 interferogram, we must register (or, match) each imaged
197 target in one SLC image to the same target in the other
198 SLC image with a sub-pixel level accuracy, because any
199 ground objects do not usually locate at the same pixel
200 coordinates in each SLC image. This pre-processing is
201 called image registration (or image matching) and prereq-
202 uisite to be performed prior to generating an initial inter-
203 ferogram. Although a simple polynomial transformation
204 between the range and azimuth coordinates of two SLC
205 images is sufficient in most cases, we need to take into
206 account the effects of 3-D topography when the terrain
207 surface is rugged to eliminate a stereoscopic effect
208 (Michel et al., 1999).
209 When large ground displacements on the order of
210 meters or more take place locally, and if we correct for
211 the long-wavelength image distortion using the polyno-
212 mial transformation, we can detect and quantify those
213 localized displacements as a by-product of image registra-
214 tion without viewing InSAR image (Figure 3; Tobita et al.,
215 2001a). This approach to detect large displacements is
216 called pixel offset or feature tracking technique, and has
217 been applied to earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and gla-
218 cier movements. The advantages of pixel-offset data are
219 twofolds. First, pixel-offset data can quantify large dis-
220 placements even in such areas that completely loses inter-
221 ferometric coherence, where InSAR data cannot be
222 unwrapped; we describe coherence and unwrapping later
223 below. Secondly, in contrast to InSAR data, pixel-offset
224 data provide us with not only range offset but also azimuth
225 offset component.While the range offset has the same sen-
226 sitivity to the 3-D displacement vector as InSAR data
227 (Figure 4), the azimuth offset is a projection of the dis-
228 placement vector onto the unitary vector perpendicular
229 to the LOS. Hence, the azimuth offset data are comple-
230 mentary to the range offset or InSAR data. Taking advan-
231 tage of this property, Fialko et al. (2001) derived a full 3-D
232 displacement map for the 1999 M7.1 Hector Mine earth-
233 quake, combining the InSAR data from both ascending
234 and descending track with the azimuth offset data. Using
235 pixel-offset data from both descending and ascending

236track, Tobita et al. (2001a,b) inferred a 3-D displacement
237map associated with the 2,000 eruption episode at Usu
238volcano.
239Interferometric phase and its relation to geometry:
240Suppose we have two co-registered SLC images, E1
241and E2, acquired from different ranges r1 and r2:

E1 ¼ e jf Scatter e�
4pr1
l (2a)

E2 ¼ e jfScatter e�
4pr2
l (2b)

242Here we assume that the reflection magnitude and scat-
243tering phase are constant during the data acquisition time.
244Then, the interferometric phase f is derived as

E1E
�
2 ¼ e�

4pðr1�r2Þ
l (3)

245or

f ¼ 4p
l
ðr1 � r2Þ (4)

246The last one is the fundamental equation for InSAR,
247which describes “unwrapped” phase in the initial interfer-
248ogram. The actual phase in the initial interferogram is
249“wrapped” into an interval [�p, p], and thus has ambigu-
250ities of 2pN; N is integer. In order to quantify the ground
251displacement along radar LOS, we have to perform 2-D
252phase unwrapping on the interferogram, which is not nec-
253essarily straightforward (Bamler and Hartl, 1998; Ghilia
254and Pritt, 1998). While the interferometric phase is strictly
255a phase “difference” of two SLC phases, it is conventional
256to simply call phase. The factor 4 is to take into account
257the round-trip distances.
258Figure 5 is a cross section that is perpendicular to the
259satellite repeat tracks and passes through the Earth’s cen-
260ter, and shows a geometry of InSAR data acquisition.
261The spatial separation of the repeating orbits is termed
262baseline (or spatial baseline), B; the temporal separation
263of data acquisition is sometimes called temporal baseline.
264Because the baseline B is usually much shorter than the
265ground range distance R, a parallel ray approximation
266holds (Zebker et al., 1994) and the fundamental Equation 4
267can be approximated as follows:

f ¼ 4p
l
ðr1 � r2Þ � � 4p

l
B== ¼ BSinðy� aÞ; (5)

268where y and a are defined in Figure 5, and B== (or Bpara) is
269a baseline component parallel to the radar LOS. The angle
270y is called off-nadir angle, and is identical to incidence
271angle if the Earth’s curvature is negligible. The other base-
272line component B? (or Bperp) is perpendicular to radar
273LOS and gives us an important criterion for successful
274InSAR processing as we discuss below.
275Decorrelation (Coherence): In the actual InSAR data
276processing, we do not necessarily get clear fringes over
277the entire area. Depending on the data pairs and places, it
278is not uncommon that no fringes are observed. To detect
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279 clear fringes, the reflected waves received at master and
280 slave acquisitions must be more or less correlated to each
281 other. The degree of correlation is quantified as coherence,
282 and there are two independent decorrelation sources.
283 The first source of decorrelation originates in the imag-
284 ing geometry. As Figure 6 indicates, we observed higher
285 (fewer) fringe density as becomes longer (shorter); ima-
286 gine the case of zero baseline length. The fringe density
287 can be derived from the gradient of phase (Equation 5)
288 along the range axis:

@f
@R

¼ � 4pB?
lR tan y

þ 4pB?
lðre þHÞ siny � � 4pB?

lR tany
: (6)

289 Namely, the fringe density is proportional to the per-
290 pendicular baseline B?, and inversely proportional to the
291 wavelength l; see Simons and Rosen (2007) for the case
292 with topography. If the fringe density becomes too high
293 to be counted within a range resolution of SAR image,
294 we will not be able to identify any orbital fringes. This
295 type of decorrelation is termed baseline decorrelation (or
296 spatial decorrelation). The critical baseline is given as
297 such a perpendicular baseline that gives a phase gradient
298 2p over the range resolution Dr;

Bc
? ¼ lR tan y

2Dr
:

299 For a typical value of ALOS/PALSAR with
300 l ¼ 23ðcmÞ, R ¼ 870ðkmÞ, y ¼ 34�, Dr ¼ 5ðmÞ, the crit-
301 ical baseline becomes Bc

? ¼ 135; 000ðmÞ, which gives an
302 upper limit of B?. However, we practically prefer much
303 shorter B?, generally less than �2,000 m for ALOS/
304 PALSAR, because in more realistic situations the effect
305 of topography also comes in. The longer the B?, the more
306 sensitive to rugged terrain as Figure 6 indicates. To elimi-
307 nate topographic fringes, we need more accurate and
308 higher resolution DEM if the B? becomes longer.
309 Massonnet et al. (1996) proposed an alternative approach
310 that could effectively reduce the B? by a combination of
311 integer multiplied (wrapped) interferograms. For instance,
312 if one interferogram with perpendicular baseline of
313 300 m is combined with the other interferogram with per-
314 pendicular baseline of 290 m with factors 1 and �1, the
315 effective perpendicular baseline becomes 10 m. The scal-
316 ing operation, however, also scales the amount of noise,
317 and thus the approach is limited to small integer numbers.
318 The second type of decorrelation is termed temporal
319 decorrelation, which is related to the scattering phase in
320 the Equation 2a, and originates in how the microwave
321 pulses interact with the physical objects near the ground.
322 We often encounter the temporal decorrelation problem
323 over vegetated areas with C-band (shorter-wavelength)
324 SAR data and/or snow-covered areas; see Figure 7. It
325 should be recalled that each pixel value in SLC image is
326 a superposition of all the reflected microwaves from all
327 scatterers inside each resolution cell (�5 � �10 m).
328 Short-wavelength microwave pulses tend to be reflected
329 on the vegetation canopies before reaching the ground

330surface, and their random motion will result in different
331scattering phases at different acquisition time, causing
332temporal decorrelation. On the contrary, long-wavelength
333microwave pulses can more easily reach the ground,
334which does not move as rapidly as vegetations, and thus
335the resulting scattering phases will be also stable over
336time. Besides the selection of wavelength, the polarization
337of microwave is also essential for better coherence over
338time. While, most presently, operated satellite-SAR sen-
339sors are capable of multi-polarization modes, it was shown
340that HH-polarization gives better coherence than VV-
341polarization (Cloude and Papathanassiou, 1998). This is
342because the HH-polarized pulses can more easily pene-
343trate through vegetations.

344Outlook for InSAR geodesy
345Limitations of present InSAR: Although it has a potential
346to detect tens of km-scale or even larger-scale secular
347deformation signals on the order of mm/year, InSAR tech-
348nique has been most successfully applied to detection of
349spatially localized signals on the order of centimeters or
350more, such as those associated with earthquakes, volcanic
351eruptions, and ground subsidence. This is because the arti-
352facts due to inaccurate satellite orbit data and/or micro-
353wave propagation delays (advances) in the troposphere
354(ionosphere) can mask small-amplitude, long-wavelength
355deformation signals that are similar in both their amplitude
356and the spatial scale.
357Although high-precision orbit data are indispensable to
358correct for the orbital fringes in the initial interferograms,
359their errors even on the order of 10 cm or less will generate
360non-negligible long-wavelength artifacts, which usually
361look like curved surfaces in the entire interferogram
362(e.g., Hanssen, 2001). Conventionally, they are fitted with
363low-order polynomials and simply taken out unless any
364sort of stacking or time-series analysis discussed below
365is applied. While this procedure works to eliminate the
366artifacts due to orbit errors, it will also take out any long-
367wavelength geophysically interesting signals such as the
368inter-seismic, post-seismic, ocean tidal loading, solid-
369Earth tide, and post-glacial rebound signals. Alternatively,
370if the ground control points (GCP) are available, where the
371precision ground deformation data are available, we can
372reestimate the baseline, based on those GCP data (e.g.,
373Rosen et al., 1996), but such data are often unavailable
374in remote areas.
375One approach to correct for the tropospheric delay sig-
376nals is to employ the other independent estimates derived
377from either the GPS-based tropospheric delay estimates
378(e.g., Onn and Zebker, 2006) or the output results from
379high-resolution numerical weather model (e.g., Foster
380et al., 2006). These so-called calibration approaches are,
381however, not easily applicable. The dense ground-based
382GPS network is limited to a few areas in the world. Also,
383high-resolution numerical weather model still needs
384significant computational resources.
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385 Besides the tropospheric delay problem, the effects of
386 ionosphere on both interferograms and pixel-offset images
387 were clearly recognized in the results of the 2008
388 Wenchuan earthquake (Mw7.9), China, derived from
389 ALOS/PALSAR (Kobayashi et al., 2009; Raucoules and
390 deMichele, 2010), although they were pointed out in polar
391 region many years ago (e.g., Matter and Gray, 2002). It is
392 well known that the lower the carrier frequency is, the
393 more significant the ionospheric dispersion impacts on
394 the propagation delay. Thus, in many of the previous
395 applications of C-band SAR data, the effects of iono-
396 sphere could have been neglected. While GPS also
397 employs L-band, the high-precision GPS geodetic survey
398 corrects for the ionospheric effect with the use of dual fre-
399 quency, L1 and L2, observation data. In contrast,
400 PALSAR is a single frequency SAR sensor and incapable
401 of the standard ionosphere-correction approach. Empiri-
402 cally, however, we will encounter the ionospheric signals
403 more frequently in the ascending data acquired in the local
404 nighttime than in the descending data acquired in the local
405 daytime. We also recall that the JERS, the other L-band
406 SAR operated during 1992–1998, did not reveal any sig-
407 nificant ionospheric signals at least in mid-latitude
408 regions, and that most of the JERS data were acquired in
409 the descending track. Besides the latitude, the effects of
410 ionosphere on SAR image might, therefore, significantly
411 depend on the data acquisition time. Like the tropospheric
412 effects, detailed studies of ionospheric impacts on the
413 SAR data are also currently underway.
414 A simple approach to eliminate those noises is stacking,
415 in which several interferograms are stacked to isolate
416 small-amplitude signals, because those noises can be
417 regarded as temporally random, whereas the deformation
418 signals are spatially persistent. Two important pre-
419 requisites for successful stacking are: (1) the data acquisi-
420 tion dates of those interferograms should not be
421 overlapped, in order not to enhance the noises of any par-
422 ticular acquisition date(s), and (2) each temporal baseline
423 should be as long as possible so that each interferogram
424 can include as much deformation signals as possible. In
425 reality, it is not easy to gather many independent interfero-
426 grams that have desirably long temporal baselines because
427 the available data often encounter the spatial and temporal
428 decorrelation. Also, the simple stacking approach inher-
429 ently assumes temporally linear evolution in the ground
430 deformation, preventing us from deriving time-series data.
431 Time-Series Analysis: Ferretti et al. (2000, 2001) pro-
432 posed a new analysis technique called Permanent Scat-
433 terer InSAR (PS-InSAR), in which they take advantage of
434 even such data pairs whose spatial baselines are longer
435 than the critical values. Thereby, they could expand the
436 temporal coverage, and thus could estimate the long-term
437 deformation signals on the order of mm/year. Key idea
438 of PS-InSAR is to pick up only such pixels that will
439 exhibit long-term coherence due to the existence of
440 corner-reflector-like targets, which Ferretti et al. called
441 “permanent scatterers.” Based on those pixels alone, they
442 generate a stack of differential interferograms, using

443available DEM and orbit data. The phase values include
444not only deformation signals, but also such topographic
445signals that were not initially taken into account, because
446the longer spatial baseline pairs are so sensitive to the
447topography that the available DEM could not account
448for. In PS-InSAR and its variants (Werner et al., 2003;
449Hooper et al., 2004), they fit the differential interferogram
450stack to a phase model that describes not only temporal
451evolution of deformation but also corrections to the avail-
452able DEM. Deviations from the phase model can be fil-
453tered into either non-linear deformation or atmospheric
454signals because the former signals are correlated and thus
455low-pass filtered along temporal axis, while the latter sig-
456nals are temporally random; the orbit data must be
457assumed to be correct. A known limitation of PS-InSAR
458is its rather lower sampling density over non-urban areas.
459However, despite a lack of man-made objects, Furuya
460et al. (2007) succeeded in detecting active salt tectonic
461motion, applying a similar technique to Canyonlands
462National Park, Utah, presumably because the area was
463non-vegetated and the exposed surface rocks behaved like
464corner-reflector-like targets.
465Another time-series analysis approach was devised and
466known as small baseline subset (SBAS) algorithm
467(Berardino et al., 2002). Key idea of the SBAS algorithm
468is least-squares inversion of unknown deformation at each
469SAR data acquisition epoch, based on the available
470unwrapped differential interferograms (e.g., Lundgren
471et al., 2001; Schmidt and Burgmann, 2003). Using small
472baseline interferometric pairs, the SBAS approach is free
473from spatial decorrelation and allows us to take advantage
474of the fine spatial resolution of InSAR data. If the number
475of interferograms is greater than or equal to the number of
476SAR acquisitions, the inversion problem becomes an
477over-determined or well-determined problem, and can be
478easily solved in a least-squares approach. It is uncommon,
479however, that all the available interferometric pairs have
480short baselines, and accordingly the temporal sampling
481rate will decrease. Berardino et al. (2002) proposed to
482employ several groups of “small baseline subset” to over-
483come the lower temporal resolution issue, and solved the
484rank-deficient problem with the use of singular value
485decomposition (SVD) technique. The SVD gives the min-
486imum-norm least-squares solution, which is equivalent to
487minimizing the estimated velocities at any time intervals.
488Time-series analysis of SAR data is a promising tech-
489nique, but almost all previous analyses are based on the
490C-band ERS1/2 and Envisat data, because not only
491more-than-decade-long data but also high-precision,
492well-controlled satellite orbits are available for these satel-
493lites. As noted before, not all geophysically interesting
494phenomena could be detected by C-band and shorter-
495wavelength SAR data. If the L-band ALOS/PALSAR data
496are archived for a much longer time, and if the follow-on
497ALOS-2 and the DESDynI are launched as scheduled,
498the time-series analysis of SAR data will become feasible
499even in areas that have never been monitored before. The
500time-series analysis with ScanSAR data should also be
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501 possible. Long-term continuous monitoring with L-band
502 SAR will provide us with more opportunities for new
503 discoveries.
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Sar Interferometry, Figure 1 Geometry of SAR imaging. SAR sensor transmits microwave pulses in slant range direction, and
receives their reflected pulses. While stripmap mode achieves high spatial resolution with a fixed off-nadir angle, ScanSAR mode
achieves wider imaged area (swath) with multiple off-nadir angles at the expense of the resolution.

d

S1

S2

r2

Path difference

a
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Young’s fringe Orbital fringe (Flat earth fringe)
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b

Sar Interferometry, Figure 2 (a) Geometry of the Young’s experiment. Depending on the path difference, the two coherent
waves from the slit, S1 and S2, are in-phase or out-of-phase on the screen, and interference fringes are observed on the right screen.
(b) Orbital fringe (flat earth fringe) can be regarded as a 3-D analogue of the Young’s experiment.
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Slave image

Image Matching

Residual offset is
displacement.

Master image

Sar Interferometry, Figure 3 Image registration (matching) of
the master and slave images prior to interferogram generation,
and the principle of pixel-offset technique to derive large
displacements. While long-wavelength distortion can be
corrected, localized huge displacement remains as residual
offset. Courtesy of Tobita et al. (2001a).

Displacement vector

InSAR observable

Radar LOS

Sar Interferometry, Figure 4 InSAR observable is a projection
of the displacement vector along the radar line-of-sight (LOS)
direction.

A2B

α

θ

r2

r1

Spheroid

A1

B//

H

re r0

B⊥

Sar Interferometry, Figure 5 Geometry of InSAR data
acquisition and its relation to the baseline. The A1 and A2 are the
satellite’s repeat orbits, and the spatial distance between the A1
and A2 is the baseline B. The initial InSAR phase is proportional
to the difference between the ranges, r1 and r2, and hence the
Bpara (eq. 5). The fringe rate (density) along the range axis is
proportional to the Bperp (eq. 6).
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shorter longer
Bperp

Sar Interferometry, Figure 6 The fringe rate (density) depends on the Bperp; see eq (6). The shorter the Bperp, the fewer the
observed fringes, and thus better to detect deformation signals. In order words, there is a limit in the Bperp over which we cannot
count the number of fringes. The InSAR image is based on JERS data over Izu-Oshima volcano island, Japan. Original SAR data is
copyrighted by JAXA and MITI, Japan.

Izu-Oshima

JERS(L-band, 23.5 cm, HH) ERS(C-band, 5.6 cm, VV)

1992.10.15-1995.5.14 1995.10.1-1997.9.1

Izu-Oshima

Sar Interferometry, Figure 7 Comparison of two interferograms at Izu-Osima volcano, derived from (left) L-band HH JERS data
and (right) C-band VV ERS data. While clear fringes are observed to the left even with 2.5 years temporal baseline, we can recognize
the fringes only around the caldera that are covered with few vegetations.
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